TOURISM PRODUCT CREATION AS A BASIS OF ECONOMIC PROSPERITY OF A DESTINATION*

Abstract. How to develop local tourism is the question for many municipalities nowadays. They are aware that tourism has significant economic, social, political and cultural impact that can be used in their operations. The complex of historical buildings in the region of Presov-Solivar was in 1970 declared a Cultural Heritage Monument. Although Solivar is accessible by public transportation and it is located on both sides of the road to Dubnik, which is deposit of precious opals, it is visited only rarely. It is not totally out of interest of local self-government or visitors, but its exploitation for the benefit of the city residents is minimal so far. Opinions of tourism actors concerning various approaches applying towards the tourism destination development are statistically evaluated and presented in this paper.
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The results of the WTTO Summit held in Vilamoura in 2003 (WTTC 2003) are alike. There is no doubt that tourism con- contributes to the development of a place, i.e. it creates entrepre- neurial opportunities and job vacancies, brings required invest- ment including foreign one and improves living standards of people. ...But it also requires a certain level of services, espe- cially leisure ones (Orieska, 2011).

Materials and the methods
Cultural potential of regions or particular localities is an important factor of their economic development. Through cul- tural tourism it may considerably contribute to job creation for people as well as to opportunities for meaningful leisure activi- ties. Cultural potential is formed by cultural heritage, cultural facilities and life events such as professional art or folk culture performances. The development of local tourism is directly or indirectly associated with local cultural heritage and historical background. Thus we based our examination on the works of geographers, economists, and managers in tourism at the his- torical background of the Presov-Solivar site.

The aim of a survey conducted among tourism profession- als and the public is to find out the popularity of using particular scientific concepts and theories applied to innovation and creation of tourism products in the given area.

Results and discussion
Presov has good potential for tourism development. However, the city has not managed to fully realize it in recent years. The tourism industry thus develops particularly in tradi- tional areas, which customers are used to (most frequently in the historical centre of the town). Demand in the tourism mar- ket should lead to supply. The strongest domestic tourism par- ticipants’ motive is the stay in the mountains, near the water or in spa towns – in terms of motivation these three groups of domes- tic participants make up around 75%. These motives are fol- lowed by visits to attractions offered by cities as larger urban- ized units with the mission in the socio-economic area of a region. Foreign participants want to see more, visit what is unique and get to know the unfamiliar when travelling through the country. It is therefore necessary to use potential localities as positive externalities. Demands of tourism participants for services vary (Fuľkova, 1996; Jarabkova, 2004, Orieska, 2011). Foreign visitors’ motives for recreation in the Slovak Republic are of insufficient portion. Surprisingly, almost 90% of the active foreign tourism in Slovakia depends on visitors from the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Austria and Ukraine (Malachovsky, 2001). An important prerequisite for the use of cultural potential of regions is creation of appropriate tourism products and thematic and adventurous cultural routes (Sambronska, 2012, Gburova, 2013). Presov-Solivar locality is an exceptional tourism product the assessment of which will be based on several concepts of tourism operation: tourism prod- uct based on economic concepts; concept of tourism as an encounter of communities and cultures (cultural concept); his- torical connections between domestic inhabitants, the Austrians, Poles and Germans; concept based on the functions of territory values (geographical approach) (Cuca, 2011; Huttmanova, Adamisin, & Chovancova, 2013).

Up to our experience it is possible to state that in mentioned area it is possible to build on: theory of innovation dif- fusion (on the basis of historical acceptance of the latest; achievements of science and technology of which many are nowadays treated as the technical unique); theory of industrial localization; psychological theory of experience and active creation of tourism policy. It is a product in the form of service, a facility and event. In order to evaluate the demand it is necessary to charac- terize several factors of the locality.

The surroundings of Presov have been known for salt deposits of a significant importance for a man as irreplaceable foodstuff and a strategic source. Abundant reserves of this min- eral created conditions for mining to such an extent that this region can be considered as one of the oldest in Slovakia in terms of mining and history. Documented evidence dates back to the period of the Roman settlements in the area. The most preserved archives date back to the 15th century (Butkovic, 1978). Indications of the salt can be found in legends about the three castles (Saris, Kapusansky, & Solny/Zbojnick Castle, etc.) in a nearby area. A few kilometres away from the location in the Slanske hills there is Dubnik area, where pre- cious opal was mined in the past centuries. Dubnik deposits had had a monopoly on opal supply to the whole Europe for centuries until new Australian deposits were discovered. In 1771, the largest known piece of precious opal, weighing 3 035 carats, Harlekyn, currently preserved in the Natural History Museum in Vienna as a part of Austria-Hungarian crown jewels, was found here.

In Solna Bana that later became the part of Solivar (cur- rently the part of Presov) there is a complex of technical build- ings where salt was boiled and stored. The complex of Solivar consists of six units. These include salt bathing pool (gapel), reservoirs of brine, boiling room called Frantisek, salt storage houses, knocking tower (klopacka) and other buildings includ- ing miners ‘church, chapel and original miners’ houses that have been rebuilt with preserving the original layout of the local- ity. This gives a good overview of an interesting urban structure of the site. The building complex is a cultural and technical her- itage site managed by the Technical Museum in Kosice at pre- sent. According to historical documents the salt works included a mill and sawmill. A large regional significance of the salt works in the past centuries is proved by association between craftsmen, mills, inns and blacksmith workshops and the salt works administration. Supervising authorities in Hungary were regularly informed about their activities. Those included the use of forests, meadows and fields, brewery, distilleries, opal mines, spa in Herlany, brickworks and many other facilities. In literary sources it is possible to find many unique memo- ries and records that allow and help to the creation of powerful story as a base. 75% of those采矿 activities that have been used before. In such we can mention for instance: story of Avar Queen Isra and her salt castle (From history..., 2014); Meeting of the Polish prince and Hungarian king in the territory of Solivar (year 1004) (Juscak, 2011); Sissi and her visit to Solivar (1895) (Empress Sissi..., 2013); Oaks from the village Kososovce as a building material used for the construction of ships of Columbus (Timkova, 2012); Specific elements of transport infrastructure – 19 km long navigable channel and later narrow gauge railway that transported firewood for the salt production (Brežnec et al., 2010); Experience from lace making school of opal searching close to Dubnik (Barok & Semrad, 2001; Semrad & Kovac, 2000).

Survey we conducted in second half in 2013. Targeted were students of Tourism, hospitality and Spa industry program studying at Faculty Management and students of Faculty of Arts, University of Presov in Presov and professionals of various tourism establishments in the region. The sample of students «A» consisted of 230 respondents, file «B» consisted of 52 were professionals. For both questions, respondents could tick two answers. Evaluation of response was performed by analyz- ing dependencies and rated/ evaluated by chi-test. The diver- gence/convergence of views was compared between the two groups of respondents. When asked where they were to choose the skeleton of the story for the creation of future new product associated with the site Solivar, respondents could select up to two options. Responses are recorded in Table 1. Index means the rank of responses.
It can be seen that the responses of both groups of respondents were similar. The most significant theme of a new product seems to be «Royal route» (students) and «Empress Sissi» (experts). «Kokosovec oaks» that were used for building Columbus’s ships and «Searching for opal» seem to be equally popular. The experts have included also a wooden sluice and a railroad. The school of lacing, the attractiveness of which decreased probably due to many courses and available literature, was rated as the least popular. Despite that, this theme should not be rejected because of relatively low costs and attractiveness to some target audiences as a part of the silver economy. The p-value of 0.009 of chi-squared test assessing diversity/conformity indicates statistically significant difference between groups’ opinions on the theme used as a basis of a tourist product. Both groups consider a historical topic important: Empress Sissi and Royal route, which are events associated with historical figures at the end of the 20th millennium. We think that the connection of those events might be effective.

The second survey question referred to using particular concepts and theories that would be most appropriate for the creation of a new product. The results are shown in Table 2. Index means the rank of responses.

The respondents consider the use of cultural concept to be the most appropriate for the creation of a new tourism product. This concept is based on the encounter of communities and cultures that has been frequent and varied in the locality. When assessing chi-square distribution, the p-value was high – 0.054 (higher than the critical value 0.05). Thus we are entitled to claim that there is no statistical significance between opinions of both groups relating to the most appropriate scientific concept. The cultural concept of product creation can reach tourists belonging to nations that participated in salt mining in the locality. The link to the proposed topic of «Empress Sissi» might reach historical nations of Austria-Hungary since her popularity is still very high in Europe. Experts think that the connection of those events might be effective. These innovations are to be linked to principles of cross-cultural encounters that will highlight cross-European culture in the history of the given site and will attract tourists from various activities. The local and regional self-government should unite interests of particular public groups and coordinate their tourism activities. It should consider the development of tourism and leisure services as one of its main strategic objectives.

It might be stated that Presov-Solivar is a historically unique locality waiting to be rediscovered by tourists and for the shift of its position in tourism. Given that, we highlight the following principles formulated by our and foreign authors (Foret & Foretova, 2001; Papcunova et al., 2007): Active involvement of people including local small business owners who will jointly support creation of tourist sites that will attract domestic and international visitors; Recognizing a leading role of local government to create conditions for cooperation (partnership); determine main directions and priorities of the development of a place or locality; Adopting local tourism policy; Applying marketing principles; Applying positioning principles that in case of local communities includes active position seeking in the tourism market, their unique branding among target audience, and competitive communities; Creating client-friendly rather than commercial atmosphere in the Tourist Information Centre in the town that would focus on the client (providing relevant information about and recommendations for the Solivar technical monument).

In terms of the survey it is necessary to focus on earlier and later historical events, for example Empress Sissi, who visited the site in 1895 as well as a forgotten meeting of the Hungarian king Stefan and a Polish nobleman Boleslav Chraby that enhance a historical value of the site and make it more attractive. These innovations are to be linked to principles of cross-cultural encounters that will highlight cross-European culture in the history of the given site and will attract tourists from various countries (including non-European ones).
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Abstract. Introduction. Russian regions differ significantly from each other in terms of socio-economic development, unemployment, investment attractiveness, and degree of industrialization. Topically of the problems of regional socio-economic development of the North Caucasus Federal District is enhanced by the fact that multiple differences on key indicators are resulting in a significant difference in the level of unemployment, income and quality of life of the population. This situation indicates usage of inefficient methods (tools) and approaches in state regulation of the economy and wounds the regional workforce in North Caucasus Federal District. That highlights the revitalization of public authorities to identify points of economic growth, development priorities within the District for the purpose of leveling the negative consequences of the current crisis situation. Purpose. Determination of the major problems hindering the sustainable socio-economic development of North Caucasus Federal District and development of recommendations to improve the situation in the area. Methods. The paper applied the methods of comparison, economic and statistical analysis. Results. The study enables us to provide the following results: 1. The basic key problems of economic development and social and labor sphere prevent formation of favorable investment climate. 2. It is determined that under the conditions of labor surplus, competition in the form of civilized market is not possible, because labor supply far exceeds demand. 3. It is proposed to reduce the education system, and the scope of professional training in line with the real needs of the economy and social sphere 4. It is revealed that labor surplus and shortage of jobs in republics of North Caucasus Federal District causes large migration outflow. Conclusion. Account of the obtained results will reduce negative trends of the crisis, creating conditions of stability for socio-economic system functioning.
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